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PARALYMPIC GAMES — AUSTRALIAN DRESSAGE TEAM 

Statement by Member for Maylands 

MS L.L. BAKER (Maylands) [12.57 pm]: The Australian para-dressage riders are on their way home after the 
Paralympic Games in Rio 2016. Their four equine partners are flying to Europe where they must stay for several 
weeks before they can come home too. 

Australia’s team achieved amazing results. They battled stifling heat and unsettling conditions to produce 
personal bests. Western Australia’s Sharon Jarvis with Ceasy and New South Wales’ Katie Umback with 
Marquis entered the Olympic area to compete in their first tests accompanied by unwelcome sounds of what was 
thought to be fireworks but may have in fact been gunfire. Ceasy was terrified by the explosions and only the 
talent of this rider and the incredible trust between her and her horse saw them able to calm down and enter the 
arena. Katie Umback and Marquis recovered their momentum too and scored an impressive 68 per cent, coming 
eighth. Emma Booth and Zidane were competing in their first Paralympics for Australia and she said that despite 
Zidane being a little tense in the unfamiliar environment, she was pleased with their results. New South Wales’ 
Lisa Martin and her talented mare, First Famous, produced a series of stunning performances to finish fourth in 
all three of their tests, missing out on medals by the smallest possible faction of a percentage. It was beautiful 
riding on an outstanding and elegant horse. They were competing in their first Paralympic Games for Australia. 

Thanks to Equestrian Australia’s para-equestrian field team led by Julie Battams and the remarkable grooms who 
were entrusted to care for individual horses while they travelled across several countries—remarkable distances 
to strange environments—to compete for Australia. Thanks also to the Australian Paralympic Committee for 
providing our team with the best possible preparation for Rio. I am proud to be an international official for this 
rapidly developing sport. 
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